Books formerly owned by and annotated by Alonzo Church now in the Princeton University Library // October 2004

Author: Borofsky, Samuel, 1907-
Title: Elementary theory of equations.
City: New York,
Publisher: Macmillan, 1950
Number of Pages: x, 302 p.
Item number and notes: Church 1. Ms. notes and formulas on p. 20.

Author: Brunschvicg, Léon, 1869-1944.
Title: Les étapes de la philosophie mathématique.
City: Paris,
Publisher: F. Alcan, 1947
Number of Pages: 591 p.
Item number and notes: Church 2. Ms. annotations throughout.

Author: Runes, Dagobert D. (Dagobert David), 1902-
Title: Dictionary of philosophy; [ancient-medieval-modern]
Series Title: The New students outline series, 119
City: Ames, Iowa,
Publisher: Littlefield, Adams, 1942
Volume: 119
Number of Pages: 342 p.
Item number and notes: Church 3. Ms. annotations p. 190 and p. 204.

Author: Church, Alonzo, 1903-
Title: Introduction to mathematical logic.
Series Title: Princeton mathematical series ; 17
City: Princeton,
Publisher: Princeton University Press, 1956
Number of Pages: v.
Item number and notes: Church 4. Ms. annotations inside front cover and throughout text.
**Author:** Church, Alonzo, 1903-
Title: Introduction to mathematical logic.
Series Title: Princeton mathematical series ; 17
City: Princeton,
Publisher: Princeton University Press, 1956.
Number of Pages: 378 p.
Item number and notes: Church 5. Ms. annotations inside front cover, p. 227 and p. 355.

**Author:** Curry, Haskell B. (Haskell Brooks), 1900-
Title: Outlines of a formalist philosophy of mathematics.
Series Title: Studies in logic and the foundations of mathematics
City: Amsterdam,
Number of Pages: vii, 75 p.
Item number and notes: Church 6. Tipped in: ?? Laid in: note by Alonzo Church. Ms. corrections to text throughout.

**Author:** Eisenhart, Luther Pfahler, b. 1876.
Title: Differential Calculus.
City: Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Publisher: Princeton Edwards Brothers, 1938.

**Author:** Eisenhart, Luther Pfahler, b. 1876.
Title: Coordinate geometry.
Number of Pages: 1 p. l. iii-vi, 136 p.
Item number and notes: Church 8. Ms. markings throughout, annotation p. 113.

**Author:** Eisenhart, Luther Pfahler, b. 1876.
Title: Coordinate geometry.
Number of Pages: 1 p. l. iii-vi, 136 p.
Item number and notes: Church 9. Ms. annotations front cover and throughout.
Author: Eisenhart, Luther Pfahler, b. 1876.
Title: Coordinate geometry, by Luther Pfahler Eisenhart ...
City: Boston, New York [etc.]
Publisher: Ginn and company, 1939.
Item number and notes: Church 10. Ms. annotations throughout.

Author: Fodor, Jerry A.
   Katz, Jerrold J.
City: Englewood Cliff, N.J.,
Publisher: Prentice-Hall, 1964.
Number of Pages: 612 p.

Author: Frege, Gottlob, 1848-1918.
Title: Arimeticca e Logica.
Translated: Geymonat, L. University of Jena.
City: Torino.
Publisher: Tipografia Francesco Toso, 1948.
Item number and notes: Church 12. Ms. annotations p. 192, 193, 204, 211, 217, 218.

Author: Frege, Gottlob, 1848-1925.
   Geach, P. T. (Peter Thomas), 1916-Black, Max, 1909-
Title: [Selections. English. 1980]
   Translations from the philosophical writings of Gottlob Frege / edited by Peter Geach and Max Black ; index
   prepared by E. D. Klemke.
City: Oxford [Eng.]:
Publisher: B. Blackwell, 1952.
Number of Pages: x, 228 p.;

Author: Goursat, Edouard, 1858-1936.
   Hedrick, E. R. (Earle Raymond), 1876-1943.
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Dunkel, Otto, 1869-
Title: A course in mathematical analysis, by Édouard Goursat ... translated by Earle Raymond Hedrick ...
City: Boston, New York [etc.]
Publisher: Ginn & Company, 1904.
Number of Pages: 2 v. in 3.
Item number and notes: Church 14. Ms. annotations throughout.

Author: Hilbert, David, 1862-1943
Title: Grundlagen der mathematic / by D. Hilbert und P. Bernays. Zweiter band.
City: Berlin
Publisher: Verlag von Julius Springer, 1939.
Number of pages: 498 p.
Item number and notes: Church 15. Ms. annotations throughout.

Author: Hilbert, David, 1862-1943.
Ackermann, W. (Wilhelm), 1896-
Title: [Grundzuge der theoretschen Logik. English.]
Principles of mathematical logic / by D. Hilbert and W. Ackermann ; translated from the German by Lewis M. Hammond, George G. Leckie [and] F. Steinhardt ; edited and with notes by Robert E. Luce.
City: New York :
Number of Pages: xii, 172 p. ;
Item number and notes: Church 16. Ms. annotations p. 34 and p. 43.

Author: Jorgensen, Jorgen.
Title: Traek af deduktionsteoriens udvikling I den nyere tid.
City: Kobenhavn:
Publisher: Levin & Munksgaard, 1937.
Number of Pages: 117 p.
Item number and notes: Church 17. Ms. notes primarily English translations of text.

Author: Kleene, Stephen Cole, 1909-
Title: Introduction to metamathematics.
Series Title: The University series in higher mathematics
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Author: Lewis, Clarence Irving, 1883-1964.
Langford, Cooper Harold, 1895-
Title: Symbolic logic, by Clarence Irving Lewis and Cooper Harold Langford.
City: [New York]
Publisher: Dover Publications, n.d.
Number of Pages: 518 p.
Item number and notes: Church 19. Ms. corrections p. 197.

Author: Maritain, Jacques.
Title: An Introduction to Logic.
City: London.
Publisher: Sheed & Ward, 1946.
Number of Pages: 300 p.
Item number and notes: Church 20. Ms. annotations p. vi and p. 227.

Author: Martinich, Aloysius.
Title: The philosophy of language / A.P. Martinich.
City: New York :
Publisher: Oxford University Press, 1985.
Number of Pages: xi, 492 p. :
Item number and notes: Church 21. Laid in: note between p. 23 and 24, and between 368 and 369.

Author: Piaggio, H. T. H. (Henry Thomas Herbert), 1884-
Title: An elementary treatise on differential equations and their applications / by H. T. H. Piaggio.
Series Title: Bell's mathematical series. Advanced section.
City: London :
Publisher: G. Bell, 1939.
Number of Pages: xviii, 256, xxvii p. :
Item number and notes: Church 22. Laid in: Lengthy annotations between pgs. 182 and 183.
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Author: Quine, W. V. (Willard Van Orman)
Title: Set theory and its logic.
City: Cambridge,
Number of Pages: xv, 359 p.
Item number and notes: Church 23. Tipped in front cover: Author’s note to Church.

Author: Quine, W. V. (Willard Van Orman)
Title: A Short Course in Logic. Chapters I-VII.
City: Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Publisher: Harvard Cooperative Society, 1946.
Number of Pages: 130 p.
Item number and notes: Church 24. Ms. corrections p. 91.

Author: Salmon, Nathan U., 1951-
Title: Frege's puzzle / Nathan Salmon.
City: Cambridge, Mass. :
Publisher: MIT Press, 1986.
Number of Pages: xi, 194 p. ;
Item number and notes: Church 25. Author’s signature. Ms. notes and corrections throughout.

Author: Townsend, E. J. (Edgar Jerome), 1864-
Title: Functions of a complex variable.
Series Title: American mathematical series
City: New York,
Publisher: H. Holt, 1915.
Number of Pages: vii, 384 p.
Item number and notes: Church 26. Ms. annotations front cover, back cover, and throughout.

Author: Townsend, E. J. (Edgar Jerome), 1864-
Title: Functions of real variables, by E.J. Townsend ...
Series Title: American mathematical series
City: New York,
Author: Veblen, Oswald, 1880-1960.
Young, John Wesley, 1879-1932,
Title: Projective geometry, by Oswald Veblen ... and John Wesley Young ...
City: Boston, New York [etc.]
Publisher: Ginn and Company, 1910.
Number of Pages: 2 v.
Item number and notes: Church 28. Ms. annotations throughout.

Author: Wright, Harry N. (Harry Noble), b. 1881.
Title: First course in theory of numbers, by Harry N. Wright ...
City: New York, London,
Publisher: J. Wiley & sons, inc.; Chapman & Hall, limited, 1939.
Number of Pages: vii, 108 p.
Item number and notes: Church 29. Manuscript annotations title page and throughout.

Author: International Institute of Philosophy.
Title: Contemporary philosophy. A survey. Edited by Raymond Klibansky.
City: Firenze,
Publisher: La nuova Italia, 1968.
Number of Pages: v.
Translator: Klibansky, Raymond,
Notes: Added t.p.: La philosophie contemporaine.
Half title: International Institute of Philosophy. Institut international de philosophie.
Includes bibliographies.
Item number and notes: Church 30. Ms. annotations by A. Church; note from publisher presenting complimentary copy to Church, with publisher invoices.

Title: Kontrolliertes Denken [Festschrift für Wilhelm Britzelmayer] Untersuchungen zum Logikkalkül und zur Logik der Einzelwissenschaften. Hrsg. von Albert Menne,
Alexander Wilhelmy, Helmut Angstl.
City: Freiburg Brsg.,
Publisher: K. Alber, 1951.
Number of Pages: 122 p.
Translator: Menne, Albert,
Notes: Bibliography: p. 120-122.
Item number and notes: Church 31. Ownership signature of Alonzo Church; a few ms. annotations in green pen.

Title: Propositions and attitudes / edited by Nathan Salmon and Scott Soames.
Series Title: Oxford readings in philosophy
City: Oxford ; New York :
Number of Pages: 282 p.
Translator: Salmon, Nathan U.,
Soames, Scott.
Notes: Includes index.
Bibliography: p. [277]-279.
Item number and notes: Church 32. Includes paper by Church: “A remark concerning Quine’s paradox about modality.”

Title: Structure, method, and meaning; essays in honor of Henry M. Sheffer, with a foreword by Felix Frankfurter. Edited by Paul Henle, Horace M. Kallen [and] Susanne K. Langer.
City: New York,
Publisher: Liberal Arts Press, 1951.
Number of Pages: xvi, 306 p.
Bibliographical footnotes.
Item number and notes: Church 33. Includes paper by Church: “A formulation of the logic of sense and denotation,” and ms. annotations by Church.

Title: Intuitionism; an introduction / edited by A. Heyting.
Series Title: Studies in logic and the foundations of mathematics
City: Amsterdam,
Number of Pages: 132 p.
Notes: Bibliography: p. [123]-129.
Item number and notes: Church 34. Ms. annotations by Church.
Title: Themes from Kaplan / edited by Joseph Almog, John Perry, Howard Wettstein ; with the assistance of Ingrid Deiwiks and Edward N. Zalta.
City: New York :
Publisher: Oxford University Press, 1989.
Number of Pages: x, 614 p. :
Editors: Almog, Joseph.
Perry, John, 1943-
Wettstein, Howard K.
Kaplan, David, 1929-
Notes: Includes bibliographies.
Item number and notes: Church 35. Ms. annotations, primarily in chapter 14, “Direct reference and propositional attitudes,” by Scott Soames.
Author/Artist: Church, Alonzo, 1903-
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